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By STEPHANIE CARROLL
Features editor
Many of the students shared a sim-
ilar background.
Several had come from small towns
in southern Illinois and – with the ex-
ception of television – had no experi-
ence with black people.
Few had ever studied African-
American culture, not to mention any
contemporary issues about the black
community.
That will all change this semester.
This small group of students is tak-
ing The Black Woman, a senior semi-
nar dealing with the roles black
women play in modern society. The
class is one of a handful of courses on
campus that strive to foster honest
discussions of race.
“The discussion in the class gets
pretty open and frank,” said Johnetta
Jones, the director of minority affairs,
who teaches the course. “Sometimes I
wonder if it’s going to come to blows.”
Classes like Jones’ are scattered
throughout the general curriculum.
Many serve as requirements for the
Afro-American studies program. Each
covers issues that bring students out
of their comfort zones.
“It’s very interesting to see the pro-
gression of dynamics in the class,
especially concerning race,” said Amy
Rogers, a psychology instructor, who
has taught Prejudice and Discrim-
ination, a class that covers different
theories and causes of different types
of prejudices.
Rogers, who is white, said the most
volatile portion of the class dealt with
“white guilt,” a concept that implies
white students feel guilty and uncom-
fortable because of past oppression of
African Americans.
“Even the presence of black skin is
like an accusation to whites,” Rogers
said.
Rogers said white and black stu-
dents sometimes become angry with
each other during class discussions.
“An African-American student
expressed anger when a white stu-
dent said she was trying to under-
stand what it is like to black,” Rogers
said. “Some whites got angry and
accused blacks of bringing shame and
guilt on white people in order to gain
power.
“All in all, though, the majority of
the class dealt with the issue with
maturity.”
The Black Woman class explores
equally vexing issues. Students will
cover topics such as relationships
between black men and women, his-
torical roles of black women, black
women in the family structure and
black women’s sexuality.
One of the first activities Jones
does at the beginning of the semester
is ask students to list words or phras-
es describing black women. The
words, she says, always come up the
same: independent, strong, loud,
stylish, promiscuous, aggressive and
outspoken.
These attitudes, and the history
behind them, are discussed through-
out the course.
“I don’t expect people to change,”
said Jones, who is black. “It is not my
goal to convert. It’s my goal to provide
knowledge. Things are not all black
and white. There are lots of shades of
gray.
† See CLASSES Page 2
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Students took dead aim and
fired three major concerns
Tuesday at the team assigned
to review Eastern’s accredita-
tion.
The funding of Booth
Library, the Financial Aid
Office and problems with the
integrated core topped the con-
cerns of roughly 40 students
who took part Tuesday in a
student forum with the North
Central Accreditation team.
The NCA is one of six na-
tional organizations responsi-
ble for evaluating all academic
and non-academic university
departments and issuing an
accreditation judgment.
One of the most voiced com-
plaints from students came
against student services,
namely the Financial Aid
Office. Students said the work-
ers are rude, forms often have
to be reworked or resent, and
money hasn’t been received on
time.
“It takes almost an act of
God to get something done,”
Scott Zola, a pre-engineering
major, said of the Financial
Aid Office. “They act like
they’re doing you a favor.”
Many students said they are
just now receiving financial
aid for last semester. Ebony
Sherman, an elementary edu-
cation major, said she received
her financial aid for last
semester two weeks ago.
“I cut classes and worked to
pay rent,” Sherman said. “I
borrowed money to eat.”
Two members of the accredi-
tation team took part in an
aggressive question-and-an-
swer exchange with the stu-
dents. In many cases, they en-
couraged the Student Govern-
ment to work on behalf of the
students and offered their own
critique of the situation.
“It seems you want services
and needs met in a better,
faster and friendlier manner,”
said James J. Rhatigan, vice
president for student affairs at
Wichita State University, one
of the accreditation team
members.
Students also told the mem-
bers about their concerns that
Booth Library is underfunded
and its books are outdated.
John Hanley, a speech com-
munication major who works
at the library, said he hears
students complaints daily.
“At least 10 times a day, I
hear people say `I hate this
library,’” said Hanley, who is




Accreditation team members (from left) Patricia Murphy, from North Dakota State University in
Fargo, and Karen Ott, from the University of Evansville (Ind.), listen to faculty concerns
Tuesday in the Coleman Hall lecture room. Both students and faculty gave their view on the
state of Eastern. For a story on the faculty concerns, see Page 3.
By ROBERT MANKER
Senior reporter
The proposed addition of women’s
golf and women’s soccer would cost the
school approximately $100,000 annual-
ly, Eastern officials said Tuesday.
The university last summer an-
nounced plans to add a women’s soccer
team to begin competition during the
1995-96 academic year. The addition of
that team was later included in a com-
prehensive gender-equity, or Title IX,
settlement agreement with the
Department of Education’s Office for
Civil Rights.
Also included in that agreement
were the eliminations of Eastern’s
wrestling and men’s swimming teams,
also effective during the 1995-96 aca-
demic year.
But Eastern President David Jorns
Thursday proposed a new agreement to
the OCR that would reinstate the
wrestling and men’s swimming teams
immediately and add a women’s golf
team during the 1996-97 academic
year.
Jorns and Eastern Athletic Director




• See TITLE IX Page 2
♥ See STUDENTS Page 2
Financial Aid Office tops
list of campus concerns
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LUNCH SPECIALS
• Baked Italian Foccacia 
w/cup of soup or salad• Chicken fried steak, 
real mashed potatoes, 
vegetables and roll• Garden omelette, muffin




• Southwestern chicken 


































































































































































“When you provide knowl-
edge people understand a lit-
tle better. If people change,
then I’m delighted. But it’s not
a chief goal.”
The Black Woman and
Prejudice and Discrimination
are just a couple of courses
that include racial issues in
their curriculums. Other




“It’s an eye-opener,” said
Jana Ellison, a white student
who graduated last spring
after taking the Black Woman
class. “For people who come
from small towns, it gives
them an opportunity to meet
people from new cultures. You
kind of gain some empathy.”
Ellison, a Charleston native
who now works at WICD-TV
in Champaign, said she had
had little exposure to different
cultures before she took the
class.
“When you come to college
there’s people from all over
like Chicago and St. Louis,”
she said. “I wanted to know
(black) culture. I wanted to
know about their hair to the
food they eat.
“Sometimes the atmosphere
got hostile,” Ellison said. “(As
a white student) you do feel
pressure to speak sometimes.
Our class discussions were
pretty productive, though. I
liked to just sit back and let
everybody talk.”
Jones said students are
sometimes intimidated to
begin tackling these issues
early in the semester, with
students of different races con-
fronting one other.
“Some issues are real offen-
sive such as sex, race, religion,
and abortion,” Jones said.
“They have to be together long
enough to trust each other.
Then they start talking to
each other.
“Early in the semester, they
direct their comments at me
because they think it is safe to
talk to me. Some students are
really intimidated. Some jump
right in. And some never say
anything the whole semester.”
Jones said white students
usually make up about 60 to
70 percent of the class.
“It seems like everybody
has their stereotypes,” Ellison
said. “The media might have
something to do with that.
People see how African-
Americans are portrayed in
movies.”
Latrice Smith, an Afro-
American studies and sociolo-
gy major who took the course,
said courses such as Prejudice
and Discrimination and the
Black Woman are vital in the
educational process.
“The generalizations might
change,” Smith said. “But they
see the real side of black
women (in the Black Woman
class). Some of the generaliza-
tions are true, but that’s not
just black women. The class
helps people to see our strug-
gles and why we are the way
that we are.
“Eastern needs to do some-
thing about it because it tries
to ignore (race),” Smith said.
“We need more classes like
this.”
Classes
The following are some classes that include discussions of
race within their curriculum:
•  AFR 2000 Introduction to Afro-American 
Experience
•  JOU 3951 Minorities and the Media
•  SOC 2840 Racial and Cultural Minorities
•  PSY 4700 Prejudice and Discrimination
•  HIS 2100 Afro-American History
• EIU 4017 The Black Woman
Learning about race
† From Page 1
plan is to support the women’s soccer
team with the funding gained through
the elimination of men’s swimming
and wrestling.
If the OCR approves of Jorns’ latest
proposal, the women’s soccer team
and a yet-to-be added women’s golf
team would be left without that
planned funding source 
In his newest proposal, Jorns also
asked for an extension to 2000 of the
time Eastern has to bring its athletic
department into compliance with fed-
eral gender-equity laws. The original
agreement called for such action to be
completed by fall 1998.
Jorns said the extra time would be
necessary for devising a long-term
revenue base to fund the women’s soc-
cer and women’s golf teams.
“That’s one of the reasons we want-
ed the five years,” Jorns said of his
requested time extension. “I don’t
think (wrestling and men’s swimming
funding) entirely covered the cost of
adding women’s soccer. Now, if we add
women’s golf, it’s not nearly as expen-
sive as adding women’s soccer.
“If we are not able to (eliminate) the
two men’s teams, and we have to add
soccer and golf, I believe it’s in the
neighborhood of $100,000. It might
even be even more than that.”
Jorns and McBee said they don’t
have a long-term plan for generating
that $100,000.
“We know where the money is com-
ing from on a short-term basis,” Jorns
said. “Over the years, we’ve built up
some reserves. Occasionally we will
come up with a little money left over
at the end of the seasons, but once you
spend them, they’re gone.
“We don’t have a reliable way of
solving the problem now, so we’re
going to have to develop some addi-
tional funding sources, which is diffi-
cult. We will probably have to go back
and raise some private money to cover
the cost.”
McBee agreed with Jorns about the
lack of a long-term plan, but said the
money can be found if necessary.
“We have to tighten our belts. We’re
going to see what we can do,” McBee
said. “I think we can do it without any
problem. It means we have to stream-
line a little bit, economize and get the
most for our dollars in all areas.
“It means I’ve got to go back to the
drawing board, which I can do. I don’t
have any problems with that.”
McBee said Eastern’s pending
acceptance into the Ohio Valley
Conference would also help produce
part of the funding by eliminating the
travel now necessary in the Mid-
Continent Conference.
“When we get into the OVC, there’s
going to be some money freed up
that’s going into the travel right now,”
McBee said. “It’s only a one-year prob-
lem right now. Once we get out of the
Mid-Con, a lot of our problems are
solved.”
The OCR originally had suggested
that Eastern add four sports for
women (golf, soccer, field hockey and
gymnastics) without eliminating any
sports for men in order to bring itself
into compliance with gender-equity
laws – a plan Jorns and McBee say
would not have been economically fea-
sible at Eastern.
“They don’t care about where you’re
going to get the money or how you do
it,” McBee said of the OCR.
And while Jorns said the elimina-
tion of wrestling and men’s swimming
did produce some economic savings for
the school, he said those cuts were
made more with the intent to achieve
proportionality of male-to-female ath-
letes than to save money.
“We had committed to (adding)
women’s soccer initially, and we did
not intend to drop swimming and
wrestling,” Jorns said. “So we knew
that we were going to have a problem.
“Even if we (keep the plan to) cut
the swimming and wrestling teams, it
will still be a financial problem.”
Title IX
• From Page 1
Students sometimes have to wait
for two weeks to receive materials
from other libraries, Hanley said.
Kristie Kahles, Student Govern-
ment vice president for academic
affairs, said students often have to
travel to other schools because the
“library is not up to standards.”
“A lot of resources aren’t here,” she
said. “Sometimes you have to go up
to Champaign to get what you need.”
Several students also expressed
the concern that the university didn’t
properly prepare for the switch to
integrated core classes. Most of the
concerns pertaining to the integrated
core dealt with finding classes that
were part of the previous core.
Jennifer O’Brien, an honors stu-
dent who was a part of the first class
to adjust to the core curriculum for-
mat, said she is still searching for
classes to compensate for others that
were eliminated under the program.
“If they wanted to present a new
package they should have revamped
the major,” said O’Brien, an environ-
mental biology major. “I’m stuck in
limbo in many classes.”
Other concerns included the uni-
versity’s relationship with Char-
leston Mayor Dan Cougill, the
University Health Service, the state
of the Life Science Vivarium and a
lack of adequate facilities for astron-
omy classes.
But students also praised the uni-
versity. Students commended the
school’s student-to-faculty ratio, the
personal care faculty members take
toward students and Eastern’s envi-
ronment.
Students
♥ From Page 1
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By DAVE HOSICK
Administration editor
Strong support of the faculty and lack of
state funding were the main topics of discussion
at a forum Tuesday when about 25 faculty and
staff members fired questions and comments to
two team members of the North Central
Association.
Patricia Murphy, dean of assessment and
institutional research at North Dakota State
University in Fargo, and Karen Ott, professor of
biology at the University of Evansville, repre-
sented the NCA at the forum.
The NCA is one of six regional organizations
composed of faculty from comparable institu-
tions responsible for evaluating and recom-
mending accreditation for Eastern.
Accreditation makes degrees from institutions
more competitive in the job market.
The forum for faculty and staff was held at 3
p.m. Tuesday in the Coleman Hall lecture room.
Jeff Boshart, a professor in the art depart-
ment, told the NCA members he was attracted
to Eastern when he witnessed its high quality
of faculty.
“I came here because the department was
composed of young, aggressive faculty interest-
ed in providing a high quality education in the
visual arts,” Boshart said. “The faculty provided
a nurturing environment to work in.”
Bill Weber, an economics professor and
Faculty Senate member, said he also has a
strong support for Eastern faculty.
“I will stack up our faculty’s teaching against
any other institution in the nation,” Weber said.
Ott said, while visiting the university, she
has encountered faculty whose main goal is to
provide a quality education. The NCA team has
been on campus since Sunday and will leave
today.
“Most everyone I have talked to say their No.
1 responsibility is teaching because that is what
they really enjoy doing,” Ott said.
Faculty also discussed the funding effects of a
bill currently in the Legislature that calls for
replacement of the Board of Governors,
Eastern’s governing board, with a board of
trustees.
Faculty members questioned if a local board
would be advantageous in obtaining additional
state funding.
“We (as faculty) can not continue to go to the
Legislature and ask for more money because
they are not listening,” Murphy said.
Weber said faculty also seem to be concerned
that a local board will contribute to microman-
agement of the university.
“This local board will have substantial con-
trol over curriculum, textbooks, and the appara-
tus for teaching,” Weber said.
Also at Tuesday’s forum, Roy Lanham, presi-
dent of the association of campus ministers, told
NCA representatives that Eastern’s curriculum
should include religious perspectives.
“My concern is that in a state institution of
higher learning, you want plurality and diversi-
ty, but when it comes to the religious perspec-
tives, we want to push that out,” Lanham said. 
Faculty boasts high quality




Tuesday continued a discus-
sion on university gover-
nance and met with the
president of the University
Professionals of Illinois for
10 minutes.
Because of poor road con-
ditions, Mitch Vogel, UPI
president, arrived at about
3:45 p.m. Tuesday, 15 min-
utes before the senate
adjourned and Vogel was
expected at a union recep-
tion.
Eastern President David
Jorns, a visitor at the meet-
ing,  told the senate he
thinks it is important that
the university community
work together while the
state of Eastern’s governing
body is  debated in the
Illinois Legislature.
“I think it is very impor-
tant that we hang together
as a university while we get
through this period,” Jorns
said.
A bill sponsored by Rep.
Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore,
that would eliminate the
Board of Governors and the
Board of Regents, which col-
lectively govern eight
Il l inois  universit ies,  is
expected to be up for a vote
by the House of  Rep-
resentatives by the end of
this week.  The bi l l  was
passed by the Senate’s Com-
mittee on Higher Education
Tuesday.
Jorns addressed senate
members ’  concerns on
tenure and the fate of the
faculty union if the BOG is
dissolved.
“Tenure is dealt with very
heavily in the law,” Jorns
said. “I believe it would be
an almost overwhelming
task for (an individual
board) to fight tenure.
“Tenure is a contract you
make with the (BOG). You
need not worry about it,”
Jorns said. “Tenure is se-
cure.”
Jorns also said he would
not stand in the way if fac-
ulty wanted to remain orga-
nized under an individual
board.
“If the faculty chooses to
stay with UPI, that’s fine
with me,” he said.
Senate members also
expressed concern about the
representation on an indi-
vidual board, saying they
want to ensure all regions
of the state are represented
on the board.
Representation on the
board should be limited to
one local representative,
and one regional represen-
tative with the remaining
positions filled with repre-






The president of East-
ern’s chapter of the Un-
iversity Professionals of Il-
linois assured members
Tuesday that the current
faculty contract will be
effective until July 1996,
regardless of the state of
the school’s governing sys-
tem.
In an open meeting for
all UPI members, Laurent
Gosselin called for more
active union participation
Tuesday in the face of the
possible restructuring of
the Board of Governors,
Eastern’s governing body.
A bill is currently pend-
ing in the state Legi-
slature that calls for the
replacement of the BOG
and Board of Regents with
a local board of trustees
for seven of the eight uni-
versities in the system.
“The contract is still
valid ... The only thing
that would be redefined is
the bargaining unit,”
Gosselin said.
“I feel strongly that we
need more active partic-
ipation at a crisis time like
this,” Gosselin said. “We’re
talking major mobilization
of our chapter.”
Gosselin spoke to about
20 faculty members about
issues of concern to the
union, including how UPI
would be affected if the
BOG is dismantled.
The strength of the
union would determine its
status under an individual
governing body, Gosselin
said. Each school’s faculty
would have to decide





By JEREMY R. KIRK
Staff writer
The Charleston City Council voted
unanimously Tuesday night to cut the
number of Class A liquor licenses from
seven to six.
The Class A liquor license enables
the holder to sell liquor in a tavern for
consumption on and off the premises.
The council placed the resolution on
file for public inspection at its last
meeting. Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill, who is also the city liquor
commissioner, said the resolution was
introduced in response to a reduced
demand for the class of license.
The unused Class A liquor license
that was eliminated formerly belonged
to Thirsty’s Tavern, 221 Sixth St.,
before it closed last fall. One Class D
liquor license is currently available for
restaurants.
In other business, the council voted
to waive the layover period for a con-
tract agreement with Charleston resi-
dent John Beusch concerning the leas-
ing of city-owned property on the Lake
Island Tract, a residential area near
Lake Charleston. Beusch previously
leased properties from the city, but the
leases expired because of tax prob-
lems.
The council agreed to give Beusch
one day to sign an agreement that
would require him to remove a trailer
from one property within 90 days. It
would also require Beusch to bring a
block house up to city building codes
or remove the structure.
The council heard testimony from
citizens who live near the Lake Island
Tract about the condition of the prop-
erties leased by Beusch. Mike Perkins,
a property owner near the Lake Island
Tract, said he would oppose any agree-
ment between the city and Beusch.
“I don’t believe that Beusch will live
up to his word,” Perkins said. “I
believe that if he is given a second
chance, the property will be neglect-
ed.”
Perkins said Beusch has been negli-
gent in managing leased property in
the past and said many of Beusch’s
tenants live on dangerous lots. Perkins
also said he has talked to many of
Beusch’s tenants who are also opposed
to an agreement between the city and
Beusch.
Cougill, who voted against the
agreement, said Beusch had more
than enough chances to repair the
property.
City Council votes to reduce number of licenses
ELISSA BROADHURST/Assoc. photo editor
Make way!
Greg Warren, a Physical Plant grounds worker, battles the snow Tuesday while clearing the
sidewalk on Ninth Street by the Buzzard Building. Snow continued to fall into the evening, and
temperatures dropped into single digits. Similar weather is expected today.
“I came here because the
department was composed of
young, aggressive faculty
interested in providing a high
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In August 1993, the battle for condoms in
residence hall vending machines saw the stu-
dents victorious as prophylactics became
readily available and a saving grace for many
sexually active residents.





more trouble than helpful.
According to a study published in
Consumer Reports magazine in March 1989,
the condom once thought to be in residence
halls vending machines – Lifestyles Extra-
Strength with Nonoxynol-9 – are more likely
to rupture during sex than most other brands.
In actuality, the condom offered to students
is another version of the same brand which is
not as strong as the same one that failed the
test.
But even with these results, the university
has decided to keep the condoms in the
vending machines, stating more research
needs to be done to check the condom’s
quality. In addition, they have asked Cater-
Vend, Inc. – the company which stocks vend-
ing machines on campus – to look for another
condom source.
What the university needs to do first is
yank the product from the machines either
until it is deemed safe or a new brand is
researched and purchased. Then of ficials
should check its contract with Cater-Vend and
see if it can find another condom supplier.
With the rise of AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases, it is important for stu-
dents to protect themselves. People are
becoming more educated to this fact, and the
student body should be applauded for show-
ing interest in the health of themselves and
others.
It is crucial for the university to look into
this matter more deeply. They need to sit
down with Cater-Vend Inc. and find a solution
for all parties involved – especially the stu-
dents. Not only will it lessen the negative
repercussions of sex, but it could even save
some lives.
Shoot first and inquire after-
wards, and if you make mis-




likes to bill itself as “the
nation’s attic,” a repository
of precious artifacts that out-
line the past, from stone
tools to space capsules.
But apparently a good
many of the items in the attic
conjure some painful images
that aren’t appropriate for
our most prestigious muse-
um, which dares to present a
balanced account of recent
history.
Yielding to critics last week, Smithsonian of ficials
decided to cancel an exhibit of the Enola Gay, the
B-29 Superfortress that dropped the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima, Japan. The original display would
have included graphic photos of bomb victims and
the two cities leveled by atomic explosions.
The most unsettling aspect of the decision to
scuttle the exhibit is the question it will raise about
museums’ responsibility to the truth.
Plans for the exhibit touched of f a vicious, year-
long debate between veterans and historians, pit-
ting political pressure against scholarly judgment.
Veterans, with the help of Congress, said the dis-
play was too sympathetic to the Japanese, portray-
ing them as victims instead of wartime aggressors.
Historians insisted the exhibit was merely an
attempt at a “comprehensive” display.
A scaled-down exhibit, scheduled to open in
May, will include a part of the fuselage accompa-
nied only by a small plaque and a video interview
with the flight crew.
Smithsonian Secretary I. Michael Heyman said he
regretted that the controversy had “led some to
doubt the value of historical inquiry by museums.”
Last week’s decision was a tragic capitulation.
Curators caved in to the emotionally charged cries
of veterans and lawmakers more concerned with
public perceptions than teaching the whole story.
Gone is any discussion of the issues that influ-
enced President Harry Truman’s decision. Gone are
arguments over the morality of atomic weapons.
Gone is any talk of American lives saved by the
bomb or the more than 200,000 Japanese killed at
Hiroshima and three days later at Nagasaki.
Ret. Brig. Gen. Paul Tibbets, who flew the Enola
Gay that morning in August 1945, called the design
of the first exhibit a “damn big insult.”
“They’re trying to evaluate everything in the con-
text of today’s beliefs,” he
said.
Precisely. And what’s
wrong with a measured
amount of that, provided the
analysis is well grounded in
facts?
Truth doesn’t have any sin-
gle interpretation. The view
of the Hiroshima bombing in
1945 was dif ferent from the
view in 1995, and it will be
different still in 2045.
The veterans’ groups and
legislators who opposed the exhibit seemingly
wanted to hang a sign on the aircraft that said, “This
is the plane that dropped the world’s first atomic
bomb, ended World War Two and opened the
Atomic Age.”
Can anyone argue that’s a full, appropriate treat-
ment?
The issue is far from finished. Both houses of
Congress are planning separate hearings on the
Enola Gay controversy and the operations of the
Smithsonian.
Legislators will be considering more than the
future of one exhibit and its designers. They
undoubtedly will help set a tone for the balance or
bias of future examinations of contemporary history,
at least in taxpayer-funded institutions.
The real story of the World War II era, of course,
isn’t found in the steel and glass of a restored
plane. It’s in the ashes of Hiroshima, the barracks at
Auschwitz, the graves at Normandy and Pearl
Harbor. If nothing else, the fervor surrounding the
Enola Gay is testimony to how the war continues to
haunt us.
Still, the Smithsonian’s surrender to critics is an
unfortunate victory for forces that would prefer to
reflect on only the smallest part of an epic story,
like editing all the bloody images from a grotesque
video.
Was the bomb necessary? Might there have been
an alternative, a way to warn Japanese leaders of
the bomb’s power without the bloodshed?
These are vexing questions that deserve to be
revisited by museum guests. But the answers
should never play a role in whether an honest
exhibit displays history or half-truths.
– Chris Sundheim is associate news editor and a
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
Dear editor:
A person quoted in Heidi
Keibler’s article in the Feb. 1 install-
ment of the “A Separate Piece”
series in The Daily Eastern News
sucks. Her name is Angela Grimes.
She as talking about walking into
a cafeteria. “You start with your own
first,” she said. “It wouldn’t be right
to scatter all over the place when
there’s not that many of us.”
Now things like this piss me off.
Now more than ever, blacks seem
to go on and on about their rights.
What about my rights?
I’m white. Does that mean I can’t
go into a black hair salon? Gee, that
sounds like discrimination to me.
I’m so fed up with these people
whining and you jerks writing it
down.
Well, you’ll have to excuse me
now so I can vomit.
Richard Mundo
Dear editor:
The recent articles on diversity in
The Daily Eastern News are doing
more harm than good. Seemingly
focused on minorities, these articles
have been extremely narrow mind-
ed.
Since when does the term minor-
ity include blacks only? In order to
be fully diverse, it would be nice if
Asians, Indians, Mexicans and other
races were included. Granted, their
numbers are smaller than those of
African Americans, but that doesn’t
make them a less important minori-
ty.
Your articles are geared toward
the majority of the minority, defeat-
ing the whole purpose of the series.
Everything I have read is made
out to be a struggle between blacks
and whites. Well, the racial spec-
trum is larger than that and you
leave no place for people who don’t
care about color – especially
not at a “white oriented” event or at
a “black oriented” event.
While there are no clear answers
to the race problem here on cam-
pus, segregating ourselves further
cannot be the solution.
Andrea Traxler
Dear editor:
The editors of The Daily Eastern
News have shown absolutely no
interest in (nor any understanding
of) the 100-year history of Eastern.
They have shown no interest in
Sam Inglis, Livingston Lord, Robert
Buzzard, the many high-profile con-
troversies of past year, or even the
“Centennial 100” honorees.
But all of a sudden Editor in Chief
Chris Seper claims to have a serious
interest in the history of race rela-
tions at Eastern (Feb. 1, “History
took black students on a harrowing
ride”).
Unfortunately, Seper’s historical
summary was outrageously incom-
plete, highly distorted and slanted.
He should have presented a more
responsible and more accurate pic-
ture.
Space limitations prevent a com-
plete critique, but let me just men-
tion just one item.
Seper failed to mention one of
the most important “racial mile-
stones” in Eastern history. A black
man, Carl Dungy, was elected by
the largely white student body as
student body president in the early
1960s – a third of a century ago. I
was acquainted with Dungy.
Seper needs to have more
knowledge of the issue, as well as




















The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages letters to the editor concern-
ing any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author’s address and tele-
phone number, must be included.
If necessary, letters will be edited
according to length and space at
the discretion of the edit page edi-
tor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encour-
ages readers to submit guest
columns concerning any topic or
issue that may be relevant to our
readership.
Columns should be restricted to
no more than two typewritten
double-spaced pages and must





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CONGRATULATIONSto the women of 
SIGMA KAPPAon your academic achievement for Fall semester 1994
4.0Jenny DeRouin Tara RigbyLaura Friedman Melanie SchoenbergAmy Hershey Cindy Volling
3.5 -4.0
Jennifer Bishop Sheril HubbartJennifer Canaday Josie MooreSu Cornelison Kate NemecJennifer Daulby Melissa RichardsonJen Dietlin Teresa RichardsonSara Flamini Jill SchurmannLaura Harm Kelly WieczorekAngie Hillman Elissa Howard
3.0 -3.49
Tricia Altergott Piper Gill Michelle Milcarek
Tara Baumruck Carrie Greeney Shelly Moore
Robyn Bechler Lauren Habes Colleen O’Neil
Angie Bishop Emily Hanner Janelle Passmoore
Shana Bjornstad Holly Harbaugh Carrie Peters
Brittany Bluhm Susie Hayner Courtney Reeg
Amy Booth Kristen Henson Amy Rosenthal
Gina Cecchi Jenny Highfill Amy Shireman
Caroline Cerbus Samantha Jockisch Becky VanSwol
Michelle Cisna Kristie Kroll Lisa Vashkelis
Shannon Crowley Jennifer Lebert Mary Whitehead
Cindy Eckerty Jackie McBrayer
Colleen Feeney Alisha Meis
























































































































































































































































































































































•STUFFED ANIMALS •GIFT BAGS 
Choose a gift for your sweetheartfrom our Valentine Dept:
Hey Seniors!  Get your GraduationAnnouncements atTokens!  FREE personalized message!
Come on in andcreate your ownpersonalized card!
VALENTINE’S  DAY  SPECIALS
$1595
$ 1295 $10 95
SPRINGFIELD (AP) – A
university reorganization
championed by Gov. Jim
Edgar got the approval of the
Senate Higher Education
Committee Tuesday, which
sent it to the full Senate on a
partisan vote.
The measure would disband
the Board of Regents and the
Board of Governors and place
seven schools now overseen by
those boards under their own
trustees. Sangamon State
University would become a
campus of the University of
Illinois.
A similar reorganization bill
was approved by a House com-
mittee last week and is await-
ing action in the full House.
Republican senators also
rejected a Democratic attempt
to cap undergraduate tuition
hikes at 5 percent annually or
the rate of inflation, whichever
is less.
Sen. Robert Molaro, D-
Chicago, said that in the past
five years, the average tuition
at public universities had
increased at three times the
rate of inflation.
“If tuition caps are not put
in place in Illinois, the cost of a
public college education will
soon be out of reach for most
middle-class families,” Molaro
said in a prepared statement.
Some educators warned
that the reorganization would




of the Board of Governors, said
the office now spends $700,000
annually to negotiate con-
tracts, pay attorneys, assess
insurance risks and lobby. If
each school had to perform
those tasks individually, the






A new date has been set for
a local tavern owner to appear
before City Liquor Com-
missioner Dan Cougill to
answer to charges stemming
from two separate alcohol-
related compliance checks.
Mike Bickers, owner of
Panther’s Lounge, 1421 Fourth
St., has been charged with
allowing individuals to con-
sume alcohol in his establish-
ment without a valid liquor
license.
Charleston police conducted
the compliance check Jan. 20
and charged seven individuals
with public possession of alco-
hol.
A hearing is scheduled for
9:30 a.m. Monday in the coun-
cil chambers of the Municipal
Building, 520 Jackson Ave.
The hearing was originally
scheduled for Thursday, but
according to Cougill’s office,
Bickers’ attorney Greg Bonelli,
of Mattoon, requested extra
time.
Bickers will also face
charges at Monday’s hearing
remaining from a November
compliance check. Bickers is
charged with six counts of
allowing underage patrons to
frequent a liquor-licensed
establishment and illegal con-
sumption of alcohol.
Panther’s is already serving
a two-month suspension after
Cougill found the establish-







will vote tonight on a reso-
lution to put a referendum
on the Feb. 22 special elec-
tion ballot asking stu-
dents if they want the
campus to be smoke-free
indoors.
The senate will meet at
7 p.m. in the chapter room
of the Alpha Sigma Alpha
house located in Greek
Court.
The faculty and staff
senates recently recom-
mended to Eastern Pres-
ident Jorns that the cam-
pus become smoke-free
indoors after a campus-
wide survey reported that
the majority of students
and faculty are in favor of
a smoke-free campus.
Senate members Rick
Tucker and Pat Scanlan
distributed 1,000 surveys
last week asking students
their opinion on the issue.
Scanlan said they re-
ceived about 200 surveys
back and the responses
were split.
“Some want to keep it
how it is, some say the
whole campus should be
no smoking,” he said.
“Some students were real-
ly militant about it.”
Scanlan said the only
way to resolve the situa-
tion is to place the ques-
tion on a ballot and let
students vote on it.
“I hope the senate pass-
es it (the resolution)
because that’s the only
way we’ll know exactly
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We suggest you keep
your copy to as few
words as possible to
make a more attrac-
tive ad.  Please print
in the proper size ad
below.
Bring ad and payment to
Student Publications
Business Office, Buzzard
Bldg., Rm. 127.  All ads must
be in the Business Office by
2pm, Feb. 9th. 
Valentine’s Day ads will be pub-





Valentine’s Day Ads are available in
two sizes.  An appropriate red heart
will appear in every ad!  Deadline is
February 9th, 1995.
1x1 ($350)




“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA.”
11 AM-2PM
4 P M - 2 A M3 4 5 - 1 0 7 5
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT J IMMY JOHN’S
©COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
“SO FAST YOU’LL FREAK” AND “JIMMY JOHN’S” ARE FEDERALLY REGIS-
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Delta Sigma Pi 
Would Like to Announce its 
Spring 1995 Executive Board.
President John Creamer











TREAT YOUR FAVORITE VALENTINE
TO A New Look AT
345-4449
Whether “The Look” is on You 






Budget cuts will limit the number of
courses to be offered in Eastern’s Summer
School and Intersession programs this year.
“We would like to offer more courses, but
we cannot because of the budget,” Jeanne
Simpson, director of Intersession and Sum-
mer School, said.
The program’s budget, which is made up
of allocated funds, is determined by Eastern
President David Jorns, Simpson said. 
Because the budget has not increased, no
new classes will be offered. In addition,
Simpson said the number of workshops to be
offered in Summer School will have to be
cut.
“Unfortunately, we are not able to offer as
many workshops as we have in the past,”
Simpson said. “We used to ask faculty mem-
bers to suggest possible workshop topics,
and that worked really well. However, the
budget no longer allows us to do that.”
A total of 3,547 students attended
Summer School classes in 1994, a higher
percentage than attended other institutions
similar to Eastern.
The Summer Bulletin is scheduled to be
released Feb. 20. The bulletin will provide
information about summer camps, explain
how to use touch-tone registration and offer
other pertinent information about the sum-
mer classes available.
Intersession classes will begin May 15
and summer classes will begin June 12.
Students will be allowed to register as soon
as they have met with their advisers.
“Every year, after summer school ends, I
survey the students asking them what
courses they would like to have offered next
year,” Simpson said. “This is how we are
able to evaluate the students needs in order
to improve the program.”
Many of the students who enroll in
Summer School and Intersession classes at
Eastern are upperclassmen and graduate
students. Some graduate school programs
are only offered during the summer term.
A number of workshops are also available
during the summer term for credit. These
workshops include high school coaching,
training and nutrition workshops that teach
people how to read and interpret food labels.
Summer courses trimmed
WASHINGTON (AP) – Defending his ethics
and those of his wife, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich complained Tuesday he’s been
“investigated, scrutinized, smeared and
attacked’’ by liberals who detest his conserva-
tive ideas.
“They hate the idea that we’re winning,’’ a
bristling Gingrich asserted.
Although he was responding to questions
from reporters, Gingrich clearly was poised to
strike back at his critics. He identified them as
“tax and spend liberals’’ who were trying to
put him through “Chinese water torture.’’
“Every other day somebody on the left
launches a new attack,’’ Gingrich said, con-
tending he’s been “sensitive to ethics issues for
his entire career.’’ 
His comments came as the House Ethics
Committee prepared to meet – possibly this
week – to decide how to proceed on complaints
against him.
Gingrich defended his wife’s job with a com-
pany seeking a free trade zone in Israel; his
book deals; his assistance to a company in his
district, and his featured appearance Tuesday
at a $50,000 per couple dinner to benefit
National Empowerment Television – which
carries his lectures.
Gingrich refutes ‘liberal’ attack
Tight budget facilitates cutbacks
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The Daily Easter n News
Black History Month
Essay Contest
1. Entries should be 500 words or less.
Theme: What Legacy Should We Leave?
2. Deadline – Feb. 17th, 1995
Bring entries to the News Office,
Buzzard Building by 4 pm, Feb. 17th.
3. Awards will be given at the Miss Black
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FREEBIE WEEK AT TOPPER’S PIZZA
Small $3 99
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• Free 1st Topping
• Free Thick Crust






Red Dog, Icehouse, & Lite
$2 Findlandia Arctic 
Cranberry Shooter
Tonite: Mozzarella Sticks
Get over  the Hump at
A-1
ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS TO ALL EASTERN
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For inside dining only
We now accept credit cards on Deliveries4’Til 10 P.M. 
$1.99 Full OrderWith Garlic Bread






























Movie Hotline  258-8228






Pulp Fiction (R) 4:30, 7:30
Dumb and Dumber(PG-13)
4:15, 6:45







TONIGHT!Lowenbraü DarkLeinie, MGDPints$100Rail Rum Drinks$150
509 Van Buren 345-2380
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor
When Jeffrey Lynch was asked to travel to
Poland to visit the former Nazi concentration
camps of Auschwitz and Birkenau, he said he
was torn between his job and the trip.
“I had a lot of work and responsibility here,
and all I could keep thinking was ‘I can’t leave
here for eight days,’” said Lynch, assistant
dean of the College of Arts and Humanities.
Lynch’s worries about his job were quickly
calmed, however, when he arrived at the sites.
“(Walking through the gates of Birkenau) I
had a real sense of being on hallowed ground,”
Lynch said. “I felt a great deal of awe.”
Lynch, along with John Beabout, general
manager of WEIU; Susan Kaufman, director
of education and outreach for WEIU; and Dan
Mounts, a television director/producer for
WEIU, traveled to Poland to film a documen-
tary about the camps and their history during
World War II.
Lynch said he was given the invitation by
Holocaust survivor Eva Kor, with whom he
conducted three interviews as part of a pro-
gram on WEIU-TV. Kor, the president of a
group of survivors of Nazi experiments on
twins, was going to meet with German sur-
geon Hans Munch, who had been an assistant
to Nazi doctor Josef Mengele.
“She was going to show compassion, to
express forgiveness, to let the past anger and
rage be put to rest and move on,” Lynch said.
“In many ways, those two people, although
one was a captor and one was a captive, were
both captives of Auschwitz.”
Munch was put on trial
for war crimes but found
innocent because of his
attempts to keep prison-
ers alive through “dummy
experiments.”
Lynch described one
incident in which an el-
derly Polish man took off
his hat to Munch, calling
him “one of the real hu-
man beings” of World War
II.
During the visit, Lynch and his group col-
lected more than five hours of film footage to
be used in a documentary.
“One of the difficulties for Germans, as you
probably know, is the sense of national guilt
they feel for what happened,” Lynch said.
“Here we were in a historical moment, and yet
to them it was quite personal.
“We were not just looking at heads of state,
and we weren’t just looking at officials, we
were looking at people with very real personal
stories to tell,” Lynch added.
As part of the visit to the concentration
camps, Lynch was able to explore the prison
barracks and crematoriums.
“We walked right down the gates and down
the railroad tracks (at Birkenau),” Lynch said.
“You could imagine the fear, confusion, terror
and sense of dislocation that each of those peo-
ple must have felt.”
Lynch related a story about placing candles
in an oven in a camp crematorium.
“Each of us said a prayer as we put the can-
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Around Corner Off Of South 9th St.
Evening Appointments Available
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People
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$125 Bud Light &
Miller Lite Drafts 
$225 Strawberry Daiquiris &
Margaritas
Free Soft Drink Refill During Lunch & Dinner
Way Back Wednesday
Pool $125 – Bar & Pool age 21; Never a cover 
Giant Chef Salad
w/coffee or tea $450
Soup/Sandwich Special
w/ coffee or tea $300






Cold Croissant Sandwich 
of the Day:
Egg
Gourmet Coffee of the Day:
Snickerdoodle






Mon.-Thurs. 7:30 - 2am Fri & Sat 7:30 - 3am
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cents each, limit four, please. If I get one, you
get one, too.
This is the logic at the root of Title IX, sup-
posedly. And it’s good logic, when taken in the
context it was originally intended.
As Sports Illustrated writers Alexander
Wolff and Richard O’Brien note in this week’s
“Scorecard,” college football should be at the
heart of any discussion about Title IX, for it is
that sport and that sport alone that forces such
widespread noncompliance with the law.
No collegiate sport, for men or women,
requires the amount of money or the number of
players as does college football – 85 scholar-
ships at the Division I-A level and as many as
130 players on some teams.
Now, efforts in Washington D.C., spearhead-
ed by Rep. Dennis Hastert (R., Ill.), appear cen-
tered around modifying or dropping the propor-
tionality of male-to-female athletes guideline of
the Title IX law – an effort seemingly aimed at
eventually factoring football teams out of the
mix and an effort that would benefit Eastern
greatly if achieved.
“Football is unique,” Hastert was quoted as
saying in S.I.. “I do not want to take on a
national shrine.”
So, let me get this straight. Hastert, who
Jorns credits extensively for enabling Eastern
to seek a more “fair” and “equitable” agreement
with the OCR, is proposing equality without
equality. Equal treatment without equal treat-
ment? That sounds fair.
Yes, a change is in order. Congress and the
OCR must devise a more “fair” and “equitable”
way of dealing with college football, but as
Wolff and O’Brien note, such should not be
done by preserving the game’s sacred-cow sta-
tus.
You don’t achieve equity by throwing football
out of the mix. You don’t achieve equity by
eliminating non-revenue teams for men.
The “experts” long have said that universi-
ties must find new and creative ideas to
achieve Title IX compliance.
I’ve got one – try achieving equality through
equality. You can’t have it both ways.




† From Page 12
“We’ve got an agenda, and
we’ll go from there,” McBee
said. “We’ll just do a reception,
and that’s about it. They really
just come in, look at the ath-
letic facilities, sit down and
talk with you and go on their
way.”
Officials from the OVC
could not be reached for com-
ment Tuesday.
In speaking of the travel in
the current Mid-Con, McBee
spoke as though acceptance
into the OVC is a virtual cer-
tainty.
“When we get into the OVC,
there’s going to be some
money freed up that’s going
into the travel right now,”
McBee said. “Once we get out
of the Mid-Con, a lot of our
problems are solved.”
Eastern Associate Athletic
Director Ron Paap predicted
that the OVC would convert to
a divisional-play format for
football that would allow East-
ern to maintain, through non-
conference scheduling, its tra-
ditional rivalries with South-
ern Illinois, Western Illinois,
Illinois State and Indiana
State.
Remaining members of the
Gateway Football Conference,
of which Eastern is currently a
member, are Northern Iowa
and Southwest Missouri State.
Paap predicted both schools
would be dropped from East-
ern’s football schedule if the
school is accepted into the
OVC.
Other than Eastern, the
current members of the Mid-
Continent Conference are:
Buffalo, Central Connecticut
State, Chicago State, the Univ-
ersity of Missouri at Kansas
City, Northeastern Illinois,
Troy State, Valparaiso, West-
ern and Youngstown State.
The nine current members
of the OVC are Austin Peay,
Eastern Kentucky, Middle
Tennessee, Morehead State,
Murray State, Southeast Miss-
ouri State, Tennessee State,
Tennessee Tech and Tenness-
ee-Martin.
Visit
♣ From Page 12
After losing five of its last
six conference contests, the
Eastern men’s basketball
team has a good chance of
beginning a conference win-
ning streak.
The Panthers beat the
University of Missouri at
Kansas City Monday night at
Lantz Gym 76-63, giving
them an overall mark of 11-10
and a Mid-Continent Conf-
erence record of 5-6.
Although Eastern’s next
two games are on the road
against conference opponents,
they get to face two of the
three worst teams in the con-
ference in Chicago State and
Northeastern Illinois.
Both squads lost Monday
night. Chicago State lost to
Buffalo 107-97, while Youngs-
town State topped North-
eastern by a 71-50 score.
Along with Kansas City,
Chicago State is 4-8 in the
conference and 4-16 overall.
Northeastern is sporting 2-9
conference record and a 4-15
overall mark.
You would think Panther
head coach Rick Samuels
might be pleased with playing
such teams, but since both
games are away, he is taking
nothing for granted.
“Life on the road is tough,”
Samuels said. “I don’t think
any game for us will be easy.”
• The suspension  given to
senior forward Louis Jordan
is still being decided by
Samuels.
Samuels burned his final
timeout with 1:24 left in the










unt of the sus-
pension) has been unde-
termined,” Samuels said.
“Louis’  reaction and re-
sponse has been positive –
he was immediately re-
morseful.”
Tuesday afternoon, Sam-
uels wasn’t sure how stiff
the punishment would be,
only that it will affect Jor-
dan’s playing time.
“It has to be some part of
a game, (either) a half (or) a
full game,” Samuels said.
• The injury bug contin-
ues to bite the team. After
losing Andre Rodriguez for
the season and Michael
Slaughter for a few games,
another Panther looks to be
sidelined for a while.
Walter Graham was in
street clothes in Saturday
night’s loss to Western Ill-
inois and was not seen in
Lantz during the Panthers’
Monday night win against
Kansas City.
Samuels said that after
doctors took Graham’s white
blood cell count, they thou-
ght he was in the early stag-
es of appendectomy until
finding out that there was
“fogginess in his lungs”.
Samuels said Tuesday
afternoon that Graham is
undergoing further tests at
Carle Clinic in Champaign.
• Postseason for the Pan-
thers is still in doubt. The
conference postseason tour-
nament pits the top six
teams against each other.
Eastern is currently in sev-
enth place with six confer-
ence games remaining.
After beating conference
foe Kansas City, Samuels
was asked how he thought
his teams’ chances were of
making the tournament.
“They improved substan-
tially,” Samuels said. “It’s
conceivable to solidify (this)
postseason opportunity.”
































































































Troy State 7-4 8-11
Youngstown St. 6-5     13-6
Western Illinois 6-5     12-7
Central Conn. 5-5     7-10
EASTERN         5-6  11-10
Missouri-KC 4-8 4-16
Chicago State 4-8 4-16
Northeastern Ill. 2-9 4-15
Men’s standings
Saturday’s games
Eastern at Northeastern 
Valparaiso at Chicago State
Buffalo at Cent. Conn. St.
Western at Missouri-KC








Happy 21stBirthday! Love,your pals, Lisa,Michelle, Emily, &Nana
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reluctant to step into the
problem.
“The president has appar-
ently thrown the ball into
Congress’ court. We maintain
our view that Congress is ill
suited to resolving private
labor disputes,’’ Dole and
Gingrich said in a joint state-
ment.
Both Republicans said they
wanted to hear personally
from mediator W.J. Usery why
the talks broke down.
Usery met separately with
owners and players during the
day in one last attempt at a
settlement. But that backfired
and players said they felt
“betrayed’’ by Usery’s recom-
mendation for a luxury tax
plan, two sources close to the
union told The Associated
Presss, and tempers flared.
Owners plan to start spring
training with replacement
players, a move the Clinton
administration opposes. Play-
ers vow never to accept a
salary cap or any other finan-
cial system they believe will
limit salaries.
“I think both sides have to
share the blame,’’ Clinton
said.
“This doesn’t change the
task we have before us,’’ union
leader Donald Fehr said.
“After a couple hours sleep, I
guess we’ll have to try and
regroup and consider what
has to be done. We’re prepared
to continue to do that, as we
have been all the way through
this dispute.’’
There has been virtually no
movement since the strike
began Aug. 12. Baseball’s
eighth work stoppage since
1972 canceled the World Ser-
ies, and even at Clinton’s urg-
ing the sides were not able to
narrow their differences.
Clinton ordered the sides to
resume bargaining last week
and set a Feb. 6 deadline for
progress. But players and
owners ignored the president’s
call and did not even speak to
each other in the two days
leading up to the deadline.
Clinton, Gore and several
aides met with Usery for 35
minutes in the Oval Office to
hear an outline of the media-
tor’s plan before ordering the
owners and players to the
White House.
Clinton
♦ From Page 12
years of head coaching expe-
rience under his belt, includ-
ing a NAIA National Champ-
ionship with Fort Hays (Kan-
sas) State, an NAIA Coach of
the Year honor and a 221-143
career record. His players
recognize his experience and
expectations, and are glad
they chose to play at East-
ern.
“When I visited the cam-
pus, I liked coach Klein, and
I knew he was a good coach
because of his experience,”
freshman center Allison Lee
said.
“Klein is a real perfection-
ist,” senior point guard Nicky
Polka said. “He relies on fun-
damentals. Everyday, we
practice the same things over
and over. He has a great
knowledge of the game, and
he’s really composed. He just
wants us to keep striving to
be the best we can be.
“He has no glaring weak-
nesses, to me.”
Klein shrugs off any talk of
himself, instead saying, “I’m
really lucky to have good peo-
ple working around me. The
way to succeed as a coach is
to surround yourself with
good people. (Assistant co-
aches Kate Peterson, Carrie
Connell and Petrece Faulk-
ner) do a lot of things that
get unnoticed. They’re down
there in the trenches doing
all the necessary things it
takes to be successful.”
The “I” in John Klein,
then, stands for “team.”
“We’re a team, and we
can’t succeed without the
combined efforts of hard-
working assistant coaches
and players,” he said. 
“There is no room for indi-
vidualism here.” 
Klein
• From Page 12
CHICAGO (AP) – Chicago Blackhawks
owner William W. Wirtz was admitted to
Evanston Hospital on Tuesday for surgery
to remove a blood clot from an artery, a team
spokesman said.
Blackhawks spokesman Jim DeMaria said
Wirtz, 65, was resting comfortably Tuesday
evening and was reported in good condition.
DeMaria said no more information would
be released about Wirtz until Wednesday.
Wirtz spent 18 years as chairman of the
National Hockey League’s Board of
Governors before stepping down in 1992.
His family also owned the recently demol-
ished Chicago Stadium, longtime home of
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I don’t know why I didn’t
think of it sooner.
The typical Monday-after-
noon emptying of my mailbox
unexpectedly produced, bet-
ween an expired credit-card
application and a half-eaten
granola bar, extensive litera-
ture on the sport of women’s
wrestling.
I was not immediately cer-
tain by which item I was most
intrigued.
While spending the better
part of the afternoon unravel-
ing that dilemma, I was more
puzzled by the questions of
who had anonymously sent me
the women’s wrestling info,
and why?
And then it dawned on me –
right there. Before my eyes
was the solution to Eastern’s
ongoing saga of bringing itself
into compliance with federal
gender-equity laws. I only can
assume the intent of the
nameless News reader was to
lobby for the addition of a
women’s wrestling team at
Eastern.
If the Office for Civil Rights
wants equity, if women want
equity, if men don’t want to
have their teams eliminated,
that’s the only alternative.
Hell, let’s add women’s football
while we’re at it.
Now that’s equity, right?
Since the catch phrases
“Title IX” and “gender equity”
first became as much a part of
our vernacular as “Big Mac”
and “ice beer,” every coach and
every player of every college
team in every corner of Am-
erica has been affected by the
federally ordered equal-oppor-
tunity mandate.
It should be noted that my
own consumption of the last
two quoted items has increas-
ed exponentially during the
many months I have spent try-
ing desperately to learn the
difference between the “inter-
ests and abilities prong” and
the “proportionality prong” of
the gender-equity test.
Title IX is just not healthy.
So as Eastern President
David Jorns, and Athletic
Director Bob McBee, and uni-
versity attorney Fred Heinrich
and legions of university ad-
ministrators and lawyers
across the country struggle to
structure “fair” and “equitable”
compliance initiatives, I’m left
asking whether there exists a
“fair” and “equitable” solution
to a problem created by “fair-
ness” and “equity.”
Equality is equality. What’s
good for the goose is good for
the gander. On sale for 99
By ROBERT MANKER
Senior reporter
A site visit to Eastern by representa-
tives of the Ohio Valley Conference has
been scheduled for Feb. 23.
Eastern has sought an alternative to its
current Mid-Continent Conference com-
mitment since the November, 1993 exodus
of six schools from the Mid-Con to the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
The Mid-Con later refortified itself with
the addition of six new members, leaving
the league with member schools stretch-
ing from Missouri to the East Coast.
Displeased by the increased travel for
league play, Eastern officials last month
at the NCAA Convention in San Diego
submitted a formal proposal to the OVC
for acceptance into the league. If accepted,
Eastern would begin OVC play in the fall
of 1996.
Eastern Athletic Director Bob McBee
said Tuesday that “a couple” presidents
and eight athletic directors from the
OVC’s nine current member schools will
make their one-day visit to campus two
weeks from Thursday, the same day
Eastern’s basketball teams host Mid-
Continent Conference rival Valparaiso.
McBee and OVC officials have said a
site visit is considered a routine step in









† See MANKER Page 10
OVC visit set for Feb. 23
By TIM BROZENEC
Staff writer
There is little talk of “I” in John Klein,
Eastern’s women’s basketball coach.
“We would like to see Eastern become a nation-
ally recognized basketball program,” he said. “We
want to try to achieve that goal by putting a class
act team on the floor – one that holds its poise
when emotions run high, one that represents the
school in a good way and one that makes the kids
feel good about themselves.”
In this, his second year at Eastern, Klein has
distinguished himself as a soft-spoken, serious-
minded and well-organized players’ coach. In a
game against Western Illinois last week, Klein
was overheard saying about two words just above
audible level throughout the entire 66-61 defeat.
“People need to coach out of their own person-
ality,” he said. “The basketball program at North
Carolina is a good example. That program has
been successful year after year, and (coach Dean
Smith’s) demeanor has remained low-key.”
There is proof that Klein’s silent coaching phi-
losophy can produce success even in an emotion-
ally driven sport such as basketball. Eastern is
11-8 overall and 6-5 in the Mid-Continent
Conference. In themselves, these numbers do not
shout “look at me, I’m successful.”
But considering that Eastern finished 5-21 in
Klein’s first year, was picked in the preseason to
finish eighth in the 10-team conference this year
and has handed conference leader Western its
only loss, arguments are strong on the side that
Klein has turned around a struggling program.
Klein doesn’t measure success by wins and
losses, anyway.
“To be successful is to be able to look at your-
self in the mirror every single day and honestly
say to yourself that you’ve given your best effort,”
he said.




John Klein, head coach of the Eastern women’s basketball team, surveys
the action while assistant coach Kate Peterson looks on Monday night dur-
ing the Lady Panthers’ 78-55 win over Missouri-Kansas City at Lantz Gym.• See KLEIN Page 11
Soft-spoken Klein has
Lady Panthers headed
in the right direction
WASHINGTON (AP) – President Clin-
ton, unable to bring baseball players and
owners any closer to settling their strike,
said Tuesday night he will ask Congress
to order binding arbitration.
Clinton said he will make his request
on Wednesday, only eight days before the
start of spring training,
and said he hoped Con-
gress would act “expedi-
tiously.’’ But earlier in
the day, the Republican
leadership in Congress
discouraged Clinton
from turning to Capitol
Hill for a solution.
Clinton has no legal
power to end the six-
month-long strike and
would need Republican support to app-
rove a measure to force binding arbitra-
tion.
“I’m sorry I can’t report success,’’
Clinton said after he and Vice President
Al Gore met with players and owners for
several hours at the White House
Tuesday night.
“Clearly, they are not capable of settling
this strike without an umpire.’’ 
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole and
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, having
heard the president’s plan, said they were
Clinton asks Congress to order arbitration
♦ See CLINTON Page 11
♣ See VISIT Page 10
League presidents,
athletic directors
to examine campus 
President’s bid to end
strike fails; Gingrich,
Dole disscourage idea
President
Clinton
